There is a compact solenoidal group S that is group isomorphic to the additive real numbers R. The existence of 5 leads to a study of compact real groups; that is, compact groups which are group isomorphic to R. The compact real groups are characterized as products of 5. Various conditions on a topological group G are given which are equivalent to G being compact real. It is shown that any compact real group is solenoidal, connected and separable. Many sets and functions on R which are measurable with respect to the usual topology are shown to be nonmeasurable with respect to any compact group topology.
1.
Introduction. If the a-adic solenoid, herein denoted by S, with a = (2, 3, 4, • • • ) is as in §10 of [4] , it is known that 5 is group isomorphic to R, the additive real numbers [2] . 5 is a compact group that is connected, solenoidal and metrizable ( §10 of [4] ). This paper characterizes all compact real groups (i.e., compact groups that are isomorphic to R) in terms of S, gives some of their topological properties and relates measurable sets in Ru (R with the usual topology) and Re (R with a compact group topology).
2.
A characterization of compact real groups. For G a topological group, Gr denotes the direct product of r copies of G with the product topology and G denotes the topological dual of G. T denotes the complex numbers of modulus 1, and Z denotes the integers. For r j*-p, Sr is not topologically isomorphic to Sp so {Sr : 2 ^ 2r ^ c} is a canonical set of representatives for the set of compact real groups under the equivalence relationship of topological isomorphism. If the continuum hypothesis is assumed, the condition "2^2r^c" may be replaced by "l^rgNo".
If 2^2r^2p^c and r<p, then the topological isomorphism of Sr into Sp that identifies Sr with r factors of S" is onto a proper compact real subgroup of S". Each subgroup of 5**0 composed of denumerably many factors of 5 is topologically isomorphic to S^'.
From what is known about the structure of compact groups ( §24 of [4] ) and Theorem 2.1, the following corollary may be seen.
Corollary
2.1. If the continuum hypothesis is assumed, the following are equivalent for a nontrivial compact abelian group G:
(i) G is compact real.
(ii) G is metrizable and connected and G is divisible.
(iii) G is metrizable and G is torsion-free and divisible.
(iv) G is metrizable, connected and torsion-free. Without the assumption of the continuum hypothesis, the following are equivalent for a nontrivial metrizable compact abelian group G:
(ii) G is connected and G is divisible.
(iii) G is torsion-free and divisible.
(iv) G is connected and torsion-free.
3. Properties of a compact real group Pc There are some elementary similarities between P with a compact topology and R with the usual topology. Proof. Since Re is the product of r copies of 5 where r<c, Re is solenoidal ( §25 of [4] ). Re is connected and separable since 5 is. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, Re is the product of countably many metrizable groups and as such is metrizable.
Since P with either a compact topology or the usual topology is connected, both Re and Pu have no proper open subgroups. However, Pu has proper open semigroups (e.g., {x:x>0}), but no Re has a proper semigroup with nonvoid interior since every Re is compact and connected (see [l] ).
The compactness of Re insures that it has no nontrivial countable subgroups. Some information about subgroups of Re may be gained from the structure of 5. In 5 there are dense divisible Borel subgroups of cardinality c whose index in S is c. For instance, if S is expressed as R»XK/B, where Aa and B are as in §10 of [4] , QXAJB, where Q is the rational numbers, has these properties. Any divisible subgroup of [November R of cardinality c is group isomorphic to R. This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. If Re is a compact real group, Re contains a dense Bor el subgroup H isomorphic to R whose index in Re is c (and hence has Haar measure 0). If further Rc is not topologically isomorphic to S, Re contains a proper subgroup J which is compact real and whose index in Re is c (and hence has Haar measure 0).
Proof. Let K be a dense Borel subgroup of 5 that is isomorphic to R and has index c in S. By Theorem 2.1, Re is topologically isomorphic to Sr where 2^2r^c.
Consider H = KXSr~1 (where r-1 =r if r is infinite). This subgroup satisfies the first part of the theorem. The second part of the theorem follows from the remark following The nonmeasurability of tan (ax), cot (ax), sec (ax) and csc(ax) on Re follows from trigonometric identities and properties of measurable functions; e.g., the measurability of sec(ax) would imply the measurability of l/sec(ax) =cos(ax).
From this it is possible to prove that a large class of subsets of R is not Pc-measurable. So far, no subsets of R have been shown to be open, closed or even measurable relative to a Re topology. Even though it is known that Re is topologically isomorphic to Sr for some r such that 2 ^ 2r ^ c, no topological isomorphism between Re and Sr is known for any r. Finding Pc-measurable subsets of P must be accomplished indirectly. All countable and cocountable sets are Pc-measurable.
More interesting Pc-measurable sets may be found using Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 3.2, there is a subgroup H of P which is isomorphic to P, has index c in R and is Pc-dense and Borel. For Rc not topologically isomorphic to S, there is a subgroup J of P which is isomorphic to P, has index c in P and is Pc-closed.
Two unanswered questions brought up by the study of compact topologies for R are:
(i) If A and A' have nonvoid P"-interior, must A be Pc-nonmeasurable?
(ii) If / is Pu-continuous and Pc-continuous, must/ be a constant function? Besides knowing that no two compact group topologies for P are comparable (since only Hausdorff topologies are considered), no compact group topology for R is comparable to the usual topology ofP((5.29)of [4] ).
